The activation profile of tumour-associated reactive T-cells differs in the nodular and diffuse patterns of lymphocyte predominant Hodgkin's disease.
To compare the activation profile of T-cells in reactive lymphoid follicles with that of tumour-associated T-cells in lymphocyte predominant Hodgkin's disease (LPHD) with a nodular pattern (n = 21), LPHD with partial diffuse growth pattern (n = 11) and T-cell-rich large B-cell lymphoma (TCRLBCL, n = 8). Reactive germinal centres showed sparse numbers of T-cells positive for CD134, a transient/early T-cell activation marker, and only scattered T-cells in the interfollicular areas positive for CD38, a marker of persistent activation. Lymphoid follicles showing progressive transformation of germinal centres (PTGC) had more numerous CD134+ T-cells which were negative for CD38. Tumour-associated T-cells in nodular LPHD were frequently positive for CD134 (15 of 16 cases, 94%), but negative or only focally positive for CD38 (three of 21 cases, 14%). LPHD with diffuse areas, however, showed increased CD38+ T-cells in the diffuse component in 10 of 11 (90%) cases, with CD134+ T-cells being more prominent in the nodular tumour component. TCRLBCL showed strong, uniform CD38 expression in T-cells and histiocytes in eight cases. T-cells in nodular LPHD express markers of transient/early T-cell activation. By contrast, T-cells in the diffuse form of LPHD, similar to those in TCRLBCL, have an immunostaining profile consistent with persistent cellular activation. T-cell activation may precede or accompany histological progression in nodular LPHD and immunostaining for these markers, in small samples or in difficult cases, may be useful in highlighting those cases of LPHD undergoing histological progression.